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Abstract. Dynamical PDEs that have a spatial divergence form possess conservation laws
that involve an arbitrary function of time. In one spatial dimension, such conservation
laws are shown to describe the presence of an x-independent source/sink; in two and more
spatial dimensions, they are shown to describe a topological charge. Two applications are
demonstrated. First, a topological charge gives rise to an associated spatial potential system,
allowing nonlocal conservation laws and symmetries to be found for a given dynamical PDE.
Second, when a conserved density involves derivatives of an arbitrary function of time in
addition to the function itself, its integral on any given spatial domain reduces to a boundary
integral, which in some situations can place restrictions on initial/boundary data for which
the dynamical PDE will be well-posed. Several examples of nonlinear PDEs from applied
mathematics and integrable system theory are used to illustrate these new results.
1. Introduction
Many dynamical PDEs have the form of a spatial divergence. In one spatial dimension,
this general form consists of
utx = F (t, x, u, ux, uxx, . . .)x (1)
up to a point transformation. A prominent physical example is the Lagrangian form of the
Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation for uni-directional shallow water waves, utx + αuxuxx +
βuxxxx = 0, where ux = v is the wave amplitude.
In two and three spatial dimensions, the analogous general form is given by
utx =F
x(t, x, y, z, u,∇u,∇2u, . . .)x + F
y(t, x, y, z, u,∇u,∇2u, . . .)y
+ F z(t, x, y, z, u,∇u,∇2u, . . .)z
(2)
where ∇ = (∂x, ∂y, ∂z) is the spatial gradient operator. One important example is the
Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (KP) equation [7] utx + (αuux + βuxxx)x ± uyy = 0, where u is the
wave amplitude. In the “+” case, it describes shallow water waves with small surface tension,
and in the “−” case, waves in thin films with large surface tension. Two related examples
are (ut+αuux)x+uyy+uzz = 0 which describes weakly nonlinear, weakly diffracting acoustic
waves [17], and (ut + βu
2ux)x + uyy + uzz = 0 which describes nonlinear, linearly-polarized
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shear waves [16]. Another physical example is the Zakharov-Kuznetsov (ZK) equation [18]
in Lagrangian form utx+αuxuxx+βuxxxx+γ(uxxyy+uxxzz) = 0, which describes ion-acoustic
waves in a magnetized plasma, where ux = v is the wave amplitude.
In addition, it is possible to consider PDEs with higher spatial derivatives of ut. A
prominent physical example is the vorticity equation in incompressible fluid flow in two
dimensions [10] ∆ut − ux∆uy + uy∆ux = µ∆
2u, where (uy,−ux) are the components of
the fluid velocity and ∆u is the vorticity scalar. An example from the theory of in-
tegral systems is the Novikov-Veselov (NV) equation [15], which has the potential form
utxy + α(uxyuxx)x + β(uxyuyy)y + uxxxxy + uxyyyy = 0. This equation arises from isospectral
flows for the two-dimensional Schro¨dinger operator at zero energy [12].
All such dynamical PDEs (1) and (2) possess at least one conservation law involving an
arbitrary function f(t) of time t:
Dx(f(t)(ut − F
x)) +Dy(−f(t)F
y) +Dz(−f(t)F
z) = 0 (3)
holding on solutions u(t, x, y, z). Here D denotes a total derivative. This conservation law
arises from f(t) being a multiplier.
When a specific dynamical PDE can be expressed in a form given by higher spatial deriva-
tives, then it can admit additional conservation laws involving f(t). For instance, consider
utx =F
x(t, x, y, z, u,∇u,∇2u, . . .)x + F
y(t, x, y, z, u,∇u,∇2u, . . .)yy
+ F z(t, x, y, z, u,∇u,∇2u, . . .)z
(4)
whose form has a second-order derivative with respect to y. Every such PDE possesses an
additional conservation law
Dx(yf(t)(ut − F
x)) +Dy(f(t)F
y − yf(t)(F y)y) +Dz(−yf(t)F
z) = 0 (5)
which arises from yf(t) being a multiplier. Both the KP equation and the ZK equation are
examples.
In general, conservation laws of dynamical PDEs are central to the analysis of solutions
by providing physical, conserved quantities as well as conserved norms needed for studying
well-posedness, stability, and global behaviour.
Some natural questions about conservation laws of the form (3) and (5) are what physical
meaning do they have, and what information do they provide about solutions of the given
dynamical PDE.
The present paper is addressed to these questions and finds an interesting answer:
• a non-trivial conservation law involving an arbitrary function of t in one spatial
dimension describes the presence of an x-independent source/sink ;
• in two and more spatial dimensions, a non-trivial conservation law involving an ar-
bitrary function of t describes a topological charge.
These main results have some interesting applications for the study of dynamical PDEs.
One application is that any non-trivial conservation law involving an arbitrary function
f(t) in two or more spatial dimensions can be used to introduce a potential system, allowing
nonlocal conservation laws and symmetries to be found for a given dynamical PDE. Potential
systems can also be useful for doing analysis, because they provide an equivalent formulation
which may have better properties for the study of solutions.
A different, deeper application emerges when a non-trivial conservation law involving an
arbitrary function f(t) in two or more spatial dimensions comes from a multiplier that
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involves derivatives of f(t) in addition to f(t) itself. Such a multiplier can be shown to lead
to relation in which the conserved density with f(t) = 1 is equal to a spatial divergence
of a flux, holding on all solutions of a given dynamical PDE. The integral of this reduced
conserved density on a given spatial domain thereby can be evaluated entirely in terms of
the boundary values of u, ut, and their spatial derivatives. This kind of integral constraint
relation has interesting implications for the well-posedness of the Cauchy problem for certain
initial/boundary data, especially when the reduced conserved density represents a Sobolev
norm or an energy.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
In section 2, we state and prove the main results in a general form for dynamical PDEs in
n ≥ 1 spatial dimensions. We also give an explicit explanation of these results for dynamical
PDEs with a spatial-divergence form in one, two, and three spatial dimensions.
In section 3, we discuss the applications of these new results to constructing potential
systems and to uncovering boundary-value integral relations.
In section 4, we illustrate all of the preceding developments by considering some non-
linear PDEs from applied mathematics and integrable system theory: the KdV equation
in Lagrangian form, the KP equation, a universal modified KP equation, and equations of
shear waves. These examples cover one, two, and three spatial dimensions. We also consider
two examples of nonlinear PDEs with higher spatial derivatives of ut: the Novikov-Veselov
equation in potential form, and the vorticity equation. For all of these examples, we derive
conserved topological charges from conservation laws that involve an arbitrary function f(t).
These conservation laws are found by the standard multiplier method (see e.g. Ref. [1]). We
also show how to derive integral constraint relations on initial data for the Cauchy problem.
In section 5, we make some concluding remarks.
2. Main results
We begin by considering a general dynamical PDE (of order m ≥ 1)
G(t, x, u, ∂u, . . . , ∂mu) = 0 (6)
for u(t, x) in n ≥ 1 spatial dimensions, where t is time, and x = (x1, . . . , xn) are spatial
coordinates in Rn. Here ∂ = (∂t, ∂x1 , . . . , ∂xn). The space of all formal solutions to the PDE
will be denoted E .
A local conservation law for a PDE (6) is a continuity equation
(DtT +DivΦ)|E = 0 (7)
holding for all solutions u(t, x) of the PDE, where T is the conserved density, and Φ =
(Φ1, . . . ,Φn) is the spatial flux, which are functions of t, x, u, and derivatives of u. The pair
(T,Φ) is called a conserved current.
When solutions u(t, x) are considered in a given spatial domain Ω ⊆ Rn, every local
conservation law yields a corresponding conserved integral
C[u] =
∫
Ω
T |EdV (8)
satisfying the global balance equation
d
dt
C[u] = −
∮
∂Ω
Φ|E · dA (9)
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with dA = nˆdA, where nˆ is the unit outward normal vector of the domain boundary ∂Ω,
and where dA is the boundary volume element. This global equation (9) has the physical
meaning that the rate of change of the quantity (8) on the spatial domain is balanced by
the net outward flux through the boundary of the domain.
A conservation law is locally trivial [13, 5, 1] when, for all solutions u(t, x) in Ω, the
global balance equation (9) becomes an identity. This happens iff the conserved density
reduces to a spatial divergence, T |E = DivΨ|E , and the spatial flux reduces to a time
derivative, Φ|E = −DtΨ|E modulo a spatial curl, DivΘ|E where Θ is a skew-tensor (namely,
Div (DivΘ) = 0 holds identically off E).
Likewise, two conservation laws are locally equivalent [13, 5, 1] if they differ by a locally
trivial conservation law, for all solutions u(t, u) in Ω.
A conservation law with T |E = 0 is called a spatial-flux conservation law,
DivΦ|E = 0. (10)
Its corresponding conserved integral (8) vanishes. The meaning of this conserved integral
depends on the number of spatial dimensions n, and the topology of the domain Ω ⊆ Rn.
In the one-dimensional case (n = 1), when Ω is a connected interval, the boundary ∂Ω con-
sists of two endpoints. The global conservation law (9) then reduces to boundary source/sink
terms
(Φ|∂Ω)|E = 0. (11)
Its content is that the source/sink flux at one endpoint is balanced by the source/sink flux
at the other endpoint. This balance is non-trivial iff Φ 6= 0.
In the multi-dimensional case (n ≥ 2), there are two different general situations.
If Ω is a connected volume that is topologically a solid ball, then the boundary ∂Ω consists
of a closed hypersurface S that is topologically a hypersphere. Hence the conserved integral
(12) shows that the net spatial flux through this hypersurface vanishes,∮
S
Φ|E · dA = 0. (12)
This integral describes a vanishing topological charge, which is time-independent. It is a
topological quantity in the sense that it is also independent of deformations of the closed
hypersurface S.
The same interpretation holds if Ω has a more general topology such as a solid torus or
its higher genus counterparts.
Alternatively, if Ω is a connected volume that is topologically a shell, then the boundary
∂Ω comprises two closed hypersurfaces, S1 and S2, each of which is topologically a hyper-
sphere. The global conservation law (12) thereby shows that the net spatial flux through
two hypersurfaces are equal, ∮
S1
Φ|E · dA =
∮
S2
Φ|E · dA. (13)
This equality describes the absence of any source/sink of net flux inside Ω.
The same interpretation holds if Ω is given by taking some connected volume with a more
general topology and removing from its interior some other connected volume.
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These hypersurface integrals (12) and (13) will be identically zero by Stokes’ theorem iff
Φ|E = DivΘ|E holds for some skew-tensor Θ which is a function of t, x, u, and derivatives
of u. Consequently, non-triviality is characterized by the following condition.
Proposition 1. The topological charge integral (12) and the source/sink flux integrals (13)
are non-trivial iff Φ|E 6= DivΘ|E holds for all skew-tensors Θ(t, x, u,∇u, . . .).
We next state and prove the main results about conservation laws that involve an arbitrary
function of time.
Theorem 1. If a PDE (6) possesses a local conservation law (7) whose conserved density
has the form
T |E =
N∑
i=0
Ti(t, x, u, ∂u, . . .)∂
i
tf(t) (14)
involving an arbitrary function f(t), where each Ti does not contain f(t) and its derivatives,
then the conservation law is locally equivalent to a spatial-flux conservation law
DivΓ|E = 0. (15)
Proof. There are three main steps. We will show first that the conserved density is locally
trivial, and next that the spatial flux is locally trivial modulo a conserved flux. Finally, we
will show that the resulting conservation law is locally equivalent to a spatial-flux conserva-
tion law.
The t-derivative of the conserved density (14) is given by
DtT =
N∑
i=0
DtTi∂
i
tf(t) +
N∑
i=0
Ti∂
i+1
t f(t) = DtT0f(t) +
N∑
i=1
(DtTi + Ti−1)∂
i
tf(t) + TN∂
N+1
t f(t).
(16)
Hence, the conservation law (7) implies
DivΦ|E = −(DtT0)|Ef(t)−
N∑
i=1
(DtTi + Ti−1)|E∂
i
tf(t)− TN |E∂
N+1
t f(t). (17)
Because f(t) is an arbitrary function of t, the functions f(t), ∂tf(t), . . . , ∂
N+1
t f(t) are linearly
independent, and so the spatial flux must have the form
Φ =
N+1∑
i=0
Φi(t, x, u, ∂u, . . .)∂
i
tf(t) +Θ(t, x, u, ∂u, . . .), (18)
where DivΘ|E = 0, and where
DivΦN+1|E = −TN |E , (19)
DivΦi|E = −(DtTi + Ti−1)|E , i = 1, . . . , N − 1, (20)
DivΦ0|E = −DtT0|E . (21)
Equations (19) and (20) can be solved recursively for TN , . . . , T0:
Ti|E = −
N−i∑
j=0
(−Dt)
jDivΦi+j+1|E , i = 0, . . . , N. (22)
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This shows that each Ti is locally trivial, namely
Ti|E = DivΨi|E , (23)
with
Ψi = −
N−i∑
j=0
(−Dt)
jΦi+j+1, i = 0, . . . , N. (24)
Therefore,
T |E = DivΨ|E , Ψ = −
N∑
i=0
∂itf(t)
N−i∑
j=0
(−Dt)
jΦi+j+1 (25)
is locally trivial.
Next, the t-derivative of Ψ is given by
DtΨ =
N∑
i=0
(
∂i+1t f(t)Ψi + ∂
i
tf(t)DtΨi
)
= f(t)DtΨ0 +
N∑
i=1
∂itf(t)(DtΨi +Ψi−1) + ∂
N+1
t f(t)ΨN ,
(26)
which can be written in terms of the expressions Φi. In the last term in (26),
ΨN |E = −ΦN+1|E (27)
holds from expression (24) for i = N . Likewise the first term in (26) can be simplified by
DtΨ0|E =
N∑
j=0
(−Dt)
j+1Φj+1 = (Θ0 −Φ0)|E (28)
from equation (21) combined with equation (22) for i = 0, where DivΘ0|E = 0. For the
remaining terms in (26),
(DtΨi+Ψi−1)|E =
N−i∑
j=0
(−Dt)
j+1Φi+j+1|E−
N−i+1∑
j=0
(−Dt)
jΦi+j |E = −Φi|E , i = 1, . . . , N (29)
reduces to a telescoping sum. Substituting equations (27)–(29) into equation (26) yields
DtΨ|E = f(t)Θ0|E −
N+1∑
i=0
∂itf(t)Φi|E . (30)
This equation combined with equation (18) then gives
Φ|E = −DtΨ|E + (f(t)Θ0 +Θ)|E , (31)
which consists of a locally trivial term plus a divergence-free term.
Finally, consider the locally trivial conserved current (DivΨ,−DtΨ)|E . When this con-
served current is added to the conserved current given by the density (25) and the flux (31),
the resulting locally equivalent conservation law has the conserved current
(0, f(t)Θ0 +Θ)|E (32)
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where Div (f(t)Θ0+Θ)|E = f(t)DivΘ0|E+DivΘ|E = 0. This conserved current corresponds
to a spatial-flux conservation law (15), with
Γ = f(t)Θ0 +Θ. (33)

From the proof, we also get a simple method to obtain the explicit form of the spatial-flux
(33) in the conservation law (15).
Corollary 1. A conserved current of the form
T |E =
N∑
i=0
Ti(t, x, u, ∂u, . . .)∂
i
tf(t), Φ|E =
N+1∑
i=0
Φi(t, x, u, ∂u, . . .)∂
i
tf(t) (34)
is locally equivalent to a spatial-flux current given by
Γ|E = f(t)
N+1∑
j=0
(−Dt)
jΦj |E . (35)
It will be useful for the sequel to remark that the underlying mathematical setting here
is calculus on jet space [13]. For a given PDE (6), the associated jet space is simply the
coordinate space J = (t, x, u, ∂u, ∂2u, . . .). The solution space E of the PDE is represented
by the surface defined by equation (6) in J along with the corresponding surfaces given by
all derivatives of equation (6). Each solution u(t, x) of the PDE is represented by a point on
these surfaces. When an expression such as T or Φ is evaluated on the solution space E , this
means that the expression T |E or Φ|E is evaluated on the solution surfaces in J . For purposes
of computation, the evaluation of any expression on E can be carried out by first writing the
PDE (6) in a solved form with respect to some leading derivative, and then substituting the
leading derivative and all of its derivatives into the expression. See Ref. [1] for more details
and examples.
2.1. Topological charges for dynamical PDEs with a spatial-divergence form. The
preceding developments are relevant in applications to dynamical PDEs with a spatial-
divergence form in n ≥ 1 spatial dimensions. In particular, we now consider PDEs
kˆ · ∇ut = ∇ · F(t, x, u,∇u, . . . ,∇
mu) (36)
(with m ≥ 0) where F = (F 1, . . . , F n) is a vector function, and kˆ = (k1, . . . , kn) is a constant
unit vector.
Any such PDE can be expressed as a spatial-flux conservation law
∇ · Γ|E = 0, Γ = (k
1ut − F
1, . . . , knut − F
n). (37)
This conservation law is non-trivial because the flux does not have the form of a spatial curl,
Γ|E 6= DivΘ|E , for any skew-tensor function Θ(t, x, u,∇u, . . . ,∇
mu). Specifically, it is easy
to see that kˆut 6= DivΘ, which suffices to establish non-triviality.
We will now look at the content of the resulting global conservation law first for PDEs in
one spatial dimension and then for PDEs in two and more spatial dimensions.
Consider a dynamical PDE with a spatial-divergence form (36) in one spatial dimension,
utx = F (t, x, u, ∂xu, . . . , ∂
m
x u)x. Every such PDE is a spatial-flux conservation law DxΦ|E = 0
in which the flux is given by Φ = ut−F . For solutions u(t, x) on a connected interval Ω ⊆ R,
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the corresponding global form of the conservation law is obtained by integration with respect
to x, yielding ∫
Ω
Dx(ut − F )|E dx = 0
= ((ut − F )|∂Ω)|E
(38)
which is a boundary term at the two endpoints ∂Ω of the interval. This conservation law
corresponds to the integrated form of the PDE
ut = F (t, x, u, ∂xu, . . . , ∂
m
x u) + w(t) (39)
whereby ut − F = w is independent of x. Here w can be viewed as a source/sink in the
resulting evolution equation (39). Note that, through this equation, each solution u(t, x)
of the PDE utx = F
x(t, x, u, ∂xu, . . . , ∂
m
x u)x will give rise to a corresponding function w(t).
Thus, w depends nonlocally on u, in particular it cannot be expressed as a function in any
finite jet space JN = (t, x, u, ∂u, . . . , ∂Nu). As a consequence, the source/sink conservation
law (38) is non-trivial.
The situation is similar for a dynamical PDE with a spatial-divergence form (36) in two
spatial dimensions. First, note that we can put kˆ = (1, 0) by a point transformation, so that
the PDE takes the specific form
utx = F
x(t, x, y, u,∇u, . . . ,∇mu)x + F
y(t, x, y, u,∇u, . . . ,∇mu)y. (40)
This is a spatial-flux conservation law (DxΦ
x + DyΦ
y)|E = 0 in which the flux is given by
the vector function
(Φx,Φy) = (ut − F
x,−F y). (41)
The corresponding global form of the conservation law is obtained by integration with respect
to x, y over a given connected domain Ω ⊆ R2, yielding∫
Ω
(Dx(ut − F
x) +Dy(−F
y))|E dxdy = 0
=
∮
∂Ω
F y dx+ (ut − F
x) dy|E
(42)
for all solutions u(t, x). This line integral is the two-dimensional form of the topological
charge (12). It is non-trivial because the vector function (41) cannot be expressed in a
curl form (Θy,−Θx) for any scalar function Θ(t, x, y, u, ux, uy, . . .). This can be shown by
considering the x-components: ut − F
x = Θy. Such a relation would clearly be inconsistent
in any finite jet space because the left-hand side contains ut while the righthand side involves
spatial derivatives of u only.
The topological charge conservation law (42) can also be viewed as corresponding to the
integrated form of the PDE (40) as given by
ut − F
x(t, x, y, u,∇u, . . . ,∇mu) = wy, F
y(t, x, y, u,∇u, . . . ,∇mu) = wx. (43)
Note that each solution u(t, x, y) of the PDE (40) will give rise to a corresponding function
w(t, x, y). In particular, w depends nonlocally on u, and so the equations (43) cannot be
viewed as surfaces in the jet space J = (t, x, u, ∂u, ∂2u, . . .). In terms of w, the topological
charge conservation law (42) takes the form
∮
∂Ω
wx dx + wy dy = 0 which holds for any
function w(t, x, y) by the gradient line integral theorem.
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In three or more spatial dimensions, the global form of the spatial-flux conservation law
(37) is given by the conserved integral∮
S
(kˆut − F)|E · dA = 0 (44)
on any closed hypersurface S in Rn. This integral describes a conserved topological charge
for all solutions u(t, x) of the PDE (36).
We remark that a general discussion of topological conservation laws in three dimensions
can be found in Ref. [2].
3. Applications
We will present two main applications of the results in Theorem 1: (1) constructing poten-
tial systems; (2) uncovering integral constraint relations on solutions. For each application,
we first consider a general dynamical PDE (6), and then we will specialize the presentation
to the situation when the PDE has a spatial-divergence form (36).
Examples will be given in section 4.
3.1. Potential systems. Any spatial-flux conservation law (15) for a given dynamical PDE
(6) in n > 1 spatial dimensions can be converted into a potential system via the introduction
of a potential w(t, x) in the form of a skew-tensor. This is achieved by expressing the spatial-
flux vector in a curl form
Γ(t, x, u, ∂u, . . .) = Divw (45)
in terms of the potential. Then DivΓ(t, x, u, ∂u, . . .) = 0 holds identically (off of the solution
space E of the PDE), as Div (Divw) = Div 2w is identically zero due to the Hessian matrix
Div 2 being symmetric while the potential w is skew. Note this is the n-dimensional version
of the relation that the divergence of a curl in three dimensions is identically zero.
We view the vector-flux equation (45) as defining a potential system with variables (u,w)
associated to the given dynamical PDE (6). There is a natural correspondence between the
solution space of the dynamical PDE and the solution space of the potential system modulo
some gauge freedom which we will describe next.
Consider, firstly, the situation in two spatial dimensions (n = 2). The spatial-flux vector
Γ = (Γx,Γy) has two components, while the potential can be expressed explicitly as a skew
matrix
w =
(
0 w
−w 0
)
(46)
involving a single scalar variable w. The potential system (45) is given by
Γx = wy, Γ
y = −wx. (47)
It is unchanged under the gauge freedom
w → w + χ(t) (48)
where χ(t) is an arbitrary differentiable function of t. Every solution (u(t, x), w(t, x)) of this
potential system (47) yields a solution u(t, x) of the given dynamical PDE. Conversely, every
solution u(t, x) of the given dynamical PDE determines a set of solutions (u(t, x), w(t, x) +
χ(t)) of the potential system. Modulo the gauge freedom, this correspondence is one-to-one.
For a dynamical PDE that has a spatial-divergence form (40), the potential system (47)
is given by the pair of equations (43) in terms of (u, w).
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Secondly, consider the situation in three spatial dimensions (n = 3). Now the spatial-flux
vector has three components Γ = (Γx,Γy,Γz), and the potential can be expressed explicitly
as a 3× 3 skew matrix
w =

 0 w
z −wy
−wz 0 wx
wy −wx 0

 (49)
which involves three scalar variables (wx, wy, wz). The resulting potential system (45) has
the form
Γx = (wz)y − (w
y)z, Γ
y = (wx)z − (w
z)x, Γ
z = (wy)x − (w
x)y. (50)
It is unchanged under the gauge freedom
(wx, wy, wz)→ (wx + ∂xχ(t, x, y, z), w
y + ∂yχ(t, x, y, z), w
z + ∂zχ(t, x, y, z)) (51)
where χ(t, x, y, z) is an arbitrary differentiable function of all independent variables. Modulo
this gauge freedom, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the solution space of the
potential system and the solution space of the given dynamical PDE.
When a dynamical PDE in three dimensions has a spatial-divergence form
utx = F
x(t, x, y, z, u,∇u, . . . ,∇mu)x + F
y(t, x, y, z, u,∇u, . . . ,∇mu)y
+ F z(t, x, y, z, u,∇u, . . . ,∇mu)z,
(52)
its potential system (50) is given by
ut − F
x(t, x, y, z, u,∇u, . . . ,∇mu) = (wz)y − (w
y)z,
F y(t, x, y, z, u,∇u, . . . ,∇mu) = (wx)z − (w
z)x,
F z(t, x, y, z, u,∇u, . . . ,∇mu) = (wy)x − (w
x)y,
(53)
in terms of (u, wx, wy, wz).
In a similar way, the same correspondence extends to n > 3 spatial dimensions, where the
potential system (45) for a dynamical PDE with a spatial-divergence form (36) is given by
kˆut − F(t, x, u,∇u, . . . ,∇
mu) = Divw (54)
for (u,w). The gauge freedom in the skew-tensor variable consists of
w(t, x)→ w(t, x) + Divχ(t, x) (55)
with χ(t, x) being an antisymmetric rank-3 tensor whose components are arbitrary differen-
tiable functions of all independent variables (t, x). In particular, note that DivDivχ(t, x) =
Div 2χ(t, x) is identically zero since Div 2 is symmetric while χ is totally antisymmetric.
3.2. Integral constraint relations. For a given dynamical PDE (6) in n ≥ 1 spatial
dimensions, any conservation law (14) involving an arbitrary function f(t) and its derivatives
∂itf(t), i = 0, 1, . . . , N , gives rise to the set of N + 1 divergence relations (23)–(24) which
hold for all solutions u(t, x) of the PDE. Each of these relations can be integrated over any
given spatial domain Ω ⊆ Rn to obtain an associated integral relation∫
Ω
Ti|E dV =
∮
∂Ω
Ψi|E · dA, i = 0, . . . , N (56)
where Ti is a function of t, x, u, and space derivatives ∇ of u, and where Ψi is a vector
function of t, x, u, and time and space derivatives ∂t, ∇ of u. This relation (56) holds for
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all solutions u(t, x) of the PDE. It shows that the volume integral on the left-hand side can
be evaluated entirely in terms of the values of u and its derivatives on the domain boundary
appearing in the hypersurface flux integral on the righthand side.
We remark that, off of the solution space of a given PDE, an integral relation (56) is
equivalent to an divergence-type identity
T = DivΨ+R(G) (57)
where R is a linear differential operator whose coefficients are non-singular on the solution
space E of the PDE.
An integral relation (56) is significant when the Cauchy problem for a given dynamical
PDE is considered on a spatial domain Ω ⊆ Rn. For simplicity, suppose that the PDE
has a spatial divergence form (36), whereby it can be expressed as an evolution equation
ut = kˆ ·F+ (kˆ · ∇)
−1F⊥ where kˆ · F⊥ = 0. The Cauchy problem then consists of specifying
initial data u0(x) for u at t = 0 on Ω. There are two basic situations: Ω ⊂ R
n is finite; or
Ω = Rn is infinite.
When the domain is finite, if boundary conditions for u are posed on ∂Ω for t ≥ 0 such
that
∮
∂Ω
Ψ · dA = 0, then the initial data must satisfy the restriction
∫
Ω
T |u=u0 dV = 0. (58)
Likewise, when domain is infinite, if u obeys asymptotic conditions posed for t ≥ 0 such that
limr→∞
∮
Sn−1(r)
Ψ · dA = 0 where Sn−1(r) is a sphere of radius r > 0 in Rn, then the initial
data must satisfy the restriction
∫
Rn
T |u=u0 dV = 0. (59)
Such a restriction (58) or (59) has significant implications if the integral is a non-negative
energy expression or a norm in a function space such as Lp or Hs. In this situation, the inte-
gral would be a priori non-negative for all non-trivial solutions u(t, x) of the given dynamical
PDE on the spatial domain Ω, which seems to suggest a contradiction. But in fact it implies
that there must exist some a priori restrictions on the possible kinds of initial conditions and
boundary conditions that can be posed to have the resulting initial-boundary value problem
for the PDE be well-posed in the function space determined by the norm
∫
Ω
T |E dV .
To illustrate in general how such a non-trivial integral relation could exist, consider a
dynamical PDE with a spatial-divergence form (40) in two dimensions: utx−(F
x)x−(F
y)y =
0. For simplicity, suppose that the PDE possesses a scaling symmetry t → λt, x → λax,
y → λby, u → λcu, with scaling weights a, b, c. We can derive an integral relation for
T = up+1x , p > 0, by the following steps.
First, we start from a scaling-homogeneous multiplier of the form
Q = f(t)upx + f
′(t)y (60)
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where the constants p, a, b, c are related by (c − a)p = b − 1 due to scaling homogeneity.
Next, we observe
QG = (f(t)upx + f
′(t)y)(utx − (F
x)x − (F
y)y)
= Dt(
1
p+1
up+1x f(t)) +Dx(y(ut − F
x)f ′(t))−Dy(
1
2p+1
u2p+1x f(t) + yF
yf ′(t))
− upx((F
x)x + (F˜
y)y)f(t) + F˜
yf ′(t), F˜ y = F y − 1
p+1
up+1x .
(61)
This identity shows that Q will be multiplier iff the last two terms are separately a total
spatial derivative
upx((F
x)x + (F˜
y)y) = DxX0 +DyY0, F˜
y = DxX1 +DyY1, (62)
for some functions X0, X1, Y0, Y1 of u and its spatial derivatives as well as possibly t, x, y.
The necessary and sufficient conditions are given by
Eu(u
p−1
x (uxxF
x + uxyF˜
y)) = 0, Eu(F˜
y) = 0, (63)
where Eu is the Euler operator (variational derivative) with respect to u. If we specify
a maximum differential order for F x and F˜ y as functions in jet space, then this pair of
equations splits with respect to all higher-order jet variables, yielding a PDE system on F x
and F˜ y. The system turns out to have non-trivial solutions as shown by the example of the
mKP equation in section 4.
Hence, we obtain a conservation law of the form (14) and (18) with
T0 =
1
p+1
up+1x , (64a)
Φx0 = −X0, Φ
x
1 = y(ut − F
x) +X1, (64b)
Φy0 = −
1
2p+1
u2p+1x − Y0, Φ
y
1 = −yF
y + Y1, (64c)
where N = 0. Finally, from Theorem 1, we obtain a single spatial divergence relation
(23)–(24), which is explicitly given by
T0|E =
1
p+1
up+1x
= −(DxΦ
x
1 +DyΦ
y
1)|E = Dx(y(F
x − ut)−X1)|E +Dy(yF
y − Y1)|E .
(65)
This yields the integral relation∫
Ω
1
p+1
up+1x dV =
∮
∂Ω
(y(F x − ut)−X1)|Edy + (Y1 − yF
y)|Edx (66)
where Ω ⊆ R2 is a domain in the (x, y)-plane, and ∂Ω is its boundary curve. If p is an
odd integer, then we conclude that the Lp+1(Ω) norm of ux is determined by the values of u
and derivatives of u on the boundary. In particular, this holds for any initial data posed for
the given PDE (40). As a consequence, for initial data on Ω = R2 with asymptotic decay
conditions at ∂Ω = limr→∞ S
1(r), the Cauchy problem for ut = F
x + ∂−1x (F
y)y cannot be
well-posed when the initial data have sufficiently rapid radial decrease such that
‖ux‖Lp+1 <∞ and lim
r→∞
∮
S1(r)
(
(X1+r(∂
−1
x (F
y)y) sin θ) cos θ+(Y1−rF
y sin θ) sin θ
)
|Er dθ = 0.
(67)
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4. Examples of topological charges
We will discuss several examples of PDEs with a spatial divergence form in one, two,
and three spatial dimensions. The examples come from applied mathematics and integrable
system theory. For each PDE, we first present conservation laws that involve an arbitrary
function f(t). These conservation laws are obtained by the standard multiplier method,
explained in Ref. [13, 5, 1].
4.1. KdV equation. The KdV equation vt + vvx + vxxx = 0, where the coefficients have
been scaled to 1, is a well-known integrable system that describes uni-directional shallow
water waves. It has a Lagrangian formulation in terms of a potential u given by v = ux:
utx + uxuxx + uxxxx = 0. (68)
The potential has gauge freedom u→ u+ f(t) where f(t) is arbitrary.
Equation (68) matches the form of the general spatial divergence PDE (36) for n = 1 with
F = −(1
2
u2x + uxxx). (69)
Through Noether’s theorem, all local conservation laws of equation (68) arise from mul-
tipliers Q, which coincide with the characteristics of variational symmetries. The gauge
freedom in u corresponds to a variational point symmetry and hence a multiplier
Q = f(t). (70)
The corresponding conservation law is given by the conserved current
(T,Φ) = (0, (ut +
1
2
u2x + uxxx)f(t)). (71)
This represents a spatial-flux conservation law. Its global form on any connected interval
[a, b] consists of f(t)(ut +
1
2
u2x + uxxx)|
b
a = 0 for all KdV solutions u(t, x). The overall factor
f(t) can be dropped without loss of generality, yielding the global conservation law
(ut +
1
2
u2x + uxxx)|
b
a = 0 (72)
holding on the KdV solution space. Since a, b can be chosen freely, this global conservation
law can be expressed as ut +
1
2
u2x + uxxx = h(t), with h(t) describing an x-independent
source/sink term as explained in section 2.1.
4.2. KP equation. The KP equation, given by [7]
utx + (uux + uxxx)x + σuyy = 0, σ = ±1 (73)
up to a scaling of the coefficients, is an integrable generalization of the KdV equation in two
spatial dimensions. This equation (73) matches the form of the general spatial divergence
PDE (36) for n = 2 with
F x = −(uux + uxxx) = −(
1
2
u2 + uxx)x, F
y = −σuy = −(σu)y. (74)
Note that both components (F x, F y) are themselves a spatial divergence.
Equation (73) admits the two multipliers
f(t), yf(t), (75)
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as expected from the discussion in section 1. A direct computation of all multipliers that
have the form Q(t, x, y, u, ut, ux, uy) and that involve an arbitrary function f(t) yields two
additional multipliers:
xf(t)− 1
2
σy2f ′(t), xyf(t)− 1
6
σy3f ′(t). (76)
The existence of these multipliers is due to the second-order divergence form of the spatial
terms in equation (73). These four multipliers (75)–(76) correspond to all variational point
symmetries admitted by the Lagrangian form of the KP equation as shown by the results in
Ref. [3].
The corresponding conservation laws of the KP equation, which involve f(t) and f ′(t), are
given by the following conserved currents (T,Φx,Φy)|E :
f(t)(0, ut + uux + uxxx, σuy); (77)
f(t)(0, y(ut + uux + uxxx), σ(yuy − u)); (78)
f(t)
(
u, 1
2
u2 + uxx − x(uux + ut + uxxx),−σxuy
)
+ f ′(t)
(
0, 1
2
σy2(ut + uux + uxxx),−yu+
1
2
y2uy
)
;
(79)
f(t)
(
yu, y(1
2
u2 + uxx)− xy(ut + uux + uxxx), σx(u− yuy)
)
+ f ′(t)
(
0, 1
6
σy3(ut + uux + uxxx),−
1
2
y2u+ 1
6
y3uy
)
.
(80)
The first two conserved currents (77) and (78) represent spatial-flux conservation laws. In
global form (42), they yield the topological charges∮
C
(σuy) dx− (ut + uux + uxxx) dy = 0, (81)∮
C
σ(yuy − u) dx− y(ut + uux + uxxx) dy = 0, (82)
holding for KP solutions u(t, x, y).
If we take f(t) = 1, then the conservation laws given by the final two conserved currents
(79) and (80) describe balance equations for rate of change of the mass
∫
int(C)
u dxdy and for
rate of change of the y-moment of the mass
∫
int(C)
yu dxdy, holding for KP solutions u(t, x, y),
where int(C) is the interior of any closed curve C in the (x, y)-plane. The divergence relation
(57) for each conservation law yields the identities
u = (1
2
σy2(uxxx + uux + ut))x + (
1
2
uyy
2 − yu)y +
1
2
σy2G, (83)
yu = (1
6
σy3(uxxx + uux + ut))x + (
1
6
y3uy −
1
2
y2u)y +
1
6
σy3G, (84)
where G = utx + (uux + uxxx)x + σuyy. When the Cauchy problem for the KP equation
in the form ut + (uux + uxxx) + σ∂
−1
x uyy = 0 is considered on R
2, these two identities (83)
and (84) imply that initial data u|t=0 = u0(x, y) must satisfy the integral constraints [11]∫
R2
u0 dxdy =
∫
R2
yu0 dxdy = 0.
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Moreover, due to the identities (83) and (84), the conserved currents (79) and (80) are
locally equivalent to the following respective spatial-flux currents(
0, 1
2
u2 + uxx − x(ut + uux + uxxx)−
1
2
σy2(utux + utx + uxx + utxxx),
yut − σxuy −
1
2
y2uty
)
,
(85)
(
0, y(1
2
u2 + uxx)− xy(uux + ut + uxxx)−
1
6
σy3(utux + utx + uxx + utxxx),
σx(u− yuy) +
1
2
y2ut −
1
6
y3uty
)
,
(86)
given by Corollary 1, where, without loss of generality, we have dropped an overall factor
f(t). Their global form (42) yields two non-trivial topological charges∮
C
(−1
2
u2 − uxx + x(ut + uux + uxxx) +
1
2
σy2(utux + utx + uxx + utxxx)) dx
+ (yut − σxuy − 2yuty) dy = 0,
(87)
∮
C
(−y(1
2
u2 + uxx) + xy(uux + ut + uxxx) +
1
6
σy3(utux + utx + uxx + utxxx)) dx
+ (σx(u− yuy) +
1
2
y2ut −
1
6
y3uty) dy = 0,
(88)
where C is any closed curve in the (x, y)-plane.
Finally, the potential systems arising from the four spatial-flux conserved currents (77),
(78), (85), (86) consist of pairs of equations for (u, w):
ut + uux + uxxx = wy, uy = −
1
σ
wx; (89)
y(ut + uux + uxxx) = wy, yuy − u = −
1
σ
wx; (90)
1
2
u2 + uxx − x(ut + uux + uxxx)−
1
2
σy2(utux + utx + uxx + utxxx) = wy,
yut − σxuy −
1
2
y2uty = −wx;
(91)
y(1
2
u2 + uxx)− xy(uux + ut + uxxx)−
1
6
σy3(utux + utx + uxx + utxxx) = wy,
σx(u− yuy) +
1
2
y2ut −
1
6
y3uty = −wx.
(92)
Each system is equivalent (modulo gauge freedom (48)) to the KP equation.
4.3. Universal modified KP equation. A general modified version of the KP equation
is given by
(vt − v
2vx + αvx∂
−1
x vy + βvvy + vxxx)x + σvyy = 0 (93)
up to scaling of the coefficients, where σ2 = 1. This equation has recently been derived
[14] as the governing equation of phase modulations of travelling waves in general nonlinear
systems in 2+1 dimensions. The case α2 = 2, β = 0, σ = 1 is called the mKP equation,
which is known to be integrable [9].
In the general case, equation (93) can be written as a PDE in terms of a potential u via
v = ux, which yields (utx − u
2
xuxx + αuyuxx + βuxuxy + uxxxx)x + σuxyy = 0. By integrating
this PDE with respect to x, and dropping the integration constant (a function of t, y), we
obtain the equation
utx − u
2
xuxx + αuyuxx + βuxuxy + uxxxx + σuyy = 0, σ
2 = 1 (94)
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which we will refer to as the universal mKP (umKP) equation. Note that it matches the
form of the general spatial divergence PDE (36) for n = 2 with
F x = 1
3
u3x − αuyux − uxxx, F
y = 1
2
(α− β)u2x − σuy. (95)
The umKP equation (94) admits the multiplier f(t) given by an arbitrary function of t.
Similarly to the KP equation, another multiplier is yf(t) when F y is a y-derivative, namely
in the case α = β.
From a recent classification result in Ref. [4] for conservation laws of a p-power general-
ization of equation (94), we obtain four additional multipliers:
(α− β)uxf(t) + yf
′(t); (96)
2uyf(t)− (
3
4
αx+ 1
2
yux)f
′(t) + 3
8
αy2f ′′(t) (97)
in the case α2 = 2
3
, β = 2α, σ = 1; and
(x− αyux)f(t)−
1
2
f ′(t)y2, (98)
(4
3
αuxuy +
2
3
ut −
8
9
u3x +
8
3
uxxx))f(t)−
2
3
αxuxf
′(t) + 1
3
(y2 − αxy)f ′′(t) + 1
18
y3f ′′′(t), (99)
in the integrable case α2 = 2, β = 0, σ = 1.
Each multiplier yields a conservation law of the umKP equation, involving f(t) and its
derivatives. We will omit the lengthy expressions for the fluxes and present only the conserved
densities:
1
2
(α− β)u2xf(t); (100)
uxuyf(t) +
1
4
(3αu− yu2x)f
′(t); (101)
(1
2
αyu2x + u)f(t); (102)
u2xx +
1
6
(u2x − αuy)
2)f(t) + 1
3
xu2xf
′(t)− 1
6
(y2u2x + 2αyu)f
′′(t). (103)
If we take f(t) = 1, then the first density (100) yields the L2 norm of ux: ‖ux‖
2
L2(Ω) =∫
Ω
u2x dx dy, on any spatial domain Ω ⊆ R
2. The same conserved density is admitted by
the KP equation and physically describes an x-momentum quantity where ux = v is the
wave amplitude. Likewise for f(t) = 1, the second density (101) yields a y-momentum
quantity while the third density (102) yields a conserved quantity related to the y-moment
of the x-momentum. The fourth density (102) for f(t) = 1 yields the conserved energy
E[u] =
∫
Ω
(u2xx +
1
6
(u2x − αuy)
2) dx dy, which was first found in Ref. [8] in a study of the
Cauchy problem for the mKP equation.
The divergence relation (57) can be applied to each of these three conservation laws,
yielding the following remarkable identities where G = utx− u
2
xuxx+αuyuxx+ uxxxx+ σuyy:
u2x =
2
α−β
(
DxX +DyY + yG
)
, (104)
X = (1
3
u3x − αuyux − uxxx − ut)y, Y = σu+ (
1
2
(α− β)u2x − σuy)y; (105)
and
uxuy = DxX +DyY − (
1
2
uxy +
3
4
αx)G− 1
4α
y2Gt, (106)
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X =−3
4
αuxx + (
1
2
uxuy − α(
1
4
u3x −
3
4
(uxxx + ut)))x
− (1
8
u4x +
1
4
u2y +
1
4
u2xx −
1
2
uxuxxx −
1
4
αu2xuy)y
+ (1
4
(uyutx + uxuty)− α
3
8
(u2xutx − utxxx − utt))y
2
)
,
Y =(3
4
αuy +
1
4
u2x)x+ (α(
1
4
u3x −
3
4
ut) +
1
2
uxuy)y + (
1
4
uxutx +
3
8
αuty)y
2,
(107)
in the case α2 = 2
3
, β = 2α, σ = 1; and also
yu2x + αu = DxX +DyY −
1
2
αy2G, (108)
X = (1
2
α(1
3
u3x − uxxx − ut)− uyux)y
2, Y = αuy + 1
2
(u2x − αuy)y
2, (109)
u2xx +
1
6
(u2x − αuy)
2
= DxX +DyY +
1
3
α(2uxx+ utxy
2)G− 1
3
(2αxy − uxy
2)Gt −
1
9
αy3Gtt,
(110)
X =2
3
uxuxx −
1
3
αutxx y + (
1
6
u4x +
1
3
u2y −
1
3
αu2xuy +
1
3
u2xx −
2
3
uxuxxx)x
+ (2
3
(uxuty + uyutx) +
1
3
(utt + utxxx − u
2
xutx))xy
+ (1
3
(uyuty + u
3
xutx + uxxutxx − utxuxxx − uxutxxx)−
1
6
α(2uxuyutx + u
2
xuty))y
2
+ 1
9
(uyuttx + uxutty − 2αutxuty)−
1
18
α(2uxu
2
tx + u
2
xuttx − uttt − uttxxx))y
3,
Y =(α(1
9
u3x −
1
3
ut)−
2
3
uxuy)x+
1
3
(αuty − 2uxutx)xy
+ 1
6
(α(u2xutx − utt)− 2(uyutx + uxuty))y
2 − 1
18
(2u2tx + 2uxuttx − αutty)y
3,
(111)
in the integrable case α2 = 2, β = 0, σ = 1.
For umKP solutions u(t, x, y), the first identity (104) implies that the L2 norm of ux
can be expressed as a line integral around the boundary of the spatial domain, while the
fourth identity (110) implies that the energy norm of u can be expressed in a similar form.
Consequently, if we consider the Cauchy problem for the umKP equation
ut =
1
3
u3x − uxxx − αuyux − βuxuxy + ∂
−1
x (
1
2
(α− β)u2x − σuy)y (112)
on R2, then it cannot be well-posed in the following two situations:
‖ux‖L2(R2) <∞ and lim
r→∞
∮
S1(r)
(YL2 sin θ +XL2 cos θ)|Er dθ = 0 (113)
where (XL2, YL2) is given by expressions (105); or
α2 = 2, β = 0, σ = 1, E[u] <∞ and lim
r→∞
∮
S1(r)
(YE sin θ +XE cos θ)|Er dθ = 0 (114)
where (XE, YE) is given by expressions (111). In both line integrals, ut is eliminated through
equation (112), so that the integrand depends on only u and its x, y-derivatives.
The conservation laws corresponding to the four conserved densities (100)–(103) are each
locally equivalent to a spatial flux conservation law by Theorem 1, which yields four conserved
non-trivial topological charges for the umKP equation. In particular, through the divergence
relation (108), the energy quantity can be expressed as a topological charge:
E[u] =
∮
∂Ω
(XE dy − YE dx)|E (115)
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where ∂Ω is the boundary of the spatial domain Ω. This remarkable integral relation provides
an explanation to a question raised in Ref. [8] about why the conserved energy could not be
used to obtain a global existence result for solutions to the Cauchy problem for the integrable
mKP equation.
Finally, each topological charge gives rise to an associated potential system for the umKP
equation, in the same fashion as for the KP equation.
4.4. Shear-wave equations. The propagation of shear waves in incompressible nonlinear
solids can be modelled by the equation
(ut + (αu+ βu
2)ux)x +∆⊥u = 0 (116)
up to a scaling of the coefficients. Here ∆⊥ = ∂
2
y +∂
2
z is the transverse Laplacian. For α = 0,
equation (116) describes nonlinear, linearly-polarized shear waves [16], while for β = 0, it
describes weakly nonlinear, weakly diffracting shear waves [6, 17].
This equation has the form of a dispersionless Gardner equation extended to three spatial
dimensions. It matches the form of the general spatial divergence PDE (36) for n = 3 with
F x = −(αu+ βu2)ux = −(
1
2
αu2 + 1
3
βu3)x, F
y = −uy, F
z = −uz, (117)
where all components (F x, F y, F z) are themselves a spatial divergence.
Equation (116) admits the multipliers f(t), yf(t), zf(t), in accordance with the discussion
in section 1. In fact, these multipliers are special cases of a more general multiplier
ft(t, y, z)− x∆⊥f(t, y, z), ∆
2
⊥
f(t, y, z) = 0, (118)
which is obtained by a direct computation of all multipliers that have the form
Q(t, x, y, z, u, ut, ux, uy, uz) with arbitrary dependence on t. Note that if f(t, z, y) is assumed
to be analytic in t then without loss of generality we can put f(t, y, z) = f˜(t)φ(y, z) where
φ satisfies the biharmonic equation ∆2φ = 0, and where f˜(t) is an arbitrary function of t.
The conservation law arising from this multiplier (118) is given by the following conserved
current (T,Φx,Φy,Φz)|E :(
(∆⊥u)f,−(x∆⊥ut)f + (
1
2
αu2 + 1
3
βu3 − x(αu+ βu2)ux)∆⊥f + (ut + (αu+ βu
2)ux)ft,
x(utxyf − utxfy − uy∆⊥f + u∆⊥fy), x(utxzf − utxfz − uz∆⊥f + u∆⊥fz)
)
.
(119)
For f = φ, this conserved current describes a balance equation for rate of change of∫
int(S)
φ∆⊥u dxdydz, holding for solutions u(t, x, y, z) of equation (116), where int(S) is the
interior of any closed volume S in (x, y, z)-space.
The divergence relation (57) applied to the conserved current (119) yields the identity
φ∆⊥u = Dx
(
(ut + (αu+ βu
2)ux)φ
)
+ φG, (120)
where G = (ut + (αu + βu
2)ux)x + ∆⊥u. Consequently, the conserved current is locally
equivalent to a spatial flux conservation law. The resulting topological charge is given by∮
S
(ut + (αu+ βu
2)ux)φ dydz = 0. (121)
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The potential system corresponding to this topological charge consists of the following
system of equations for (u, wx, wy, wz):
(1
2
αu2 + 1
3
βu3 − x(αu+ βu2)ux)∆⊥φ− (utt + (α+ 2βu)utux + (αu+ βu
2)utx + x∆⊥ut)φ
= (wz)y − (w
y)z,
x(utxyφ− utxφy − uy∆⊥φ+ u∆⊥φy) = (w
x)z − (w
z)x,
x(utxzφ− utxφz − uz∆⊥φ+ u∆⊥φz) = (w
y)x − (w
x)y,
(122)
where φ is an arbitrary biharmonic function. This system is equivalent (modulo gauge
freedom (51)) to equation (116).
Finally, when the Cauchy problem is considered for equation (116) in the form ut+ (αu+
βu2)ux + ∂
−1
x ∆⊥u = 0 on R
2, the identity (120) implies that initial data u|t=0 = u0(x, y, z)
must satisfy the integral constraint
∫
R2
φ∆⊥u0 dxdydz = 0.
4.5. Novikov-Veselov equation. The Novikov-Veselov (NV) equation [15, 12]
vt + α(v∂
−1
y vx)x + β(v∂
−1
x vy)y + vxxx + vyyy = 0 (123)
generates isospectral flows for the two-dimensional Schro¨dinger operator at zero energy. It
generalizes the KdV equation in the sense that any NV solution v(t, x, y) produces a KdV
solution given by v(t, x, x) up to a scaling of t, x, v.
Equation (123) can be written as a PDE by introducing a potential u given by v = uxy,
which satisfies
utxy + α(uxyuxx)x + β(uxyuyy)y + uxxxxy + uxyyyy = 0. (124)
Special cases of this PDE are α = 0 and β = 0. In these cases, the PDE can be expressed in
a lower-order form through u˜ = uy or u˜ = ux, which respectively yield
u˜tx + β(u˜xu˜y)y + u˜xxxx + u˜xyyy = 0, u˜ty + α(u˜xu˜y)x + u˜xxxy + u˜yyyy = 0. (125)
These two PDEs are related by x ↔ y and α ↔ β; they are sometimes referred to as the
asymmetric NV equation.
The NV equation (124) has a higher-order spatial divergence form utxy = Fxy + (F
x)x +
(F y)y given by F = −(uxxx + uyyy), F
x = −αuxyuxx, F
y = −βuxyuyy. This equation (with
α, β 6= 0) admits the multipliers
f(t), 2uxxf(t)− (1/α)xf
′(t), 2uyyf(t)− (1/β)yf
′(t), (126)
which come from a direct computation of all multipliers that have the form
Q(t, x, y, u, ut, ux, uy, utx, uty, uxy, uxx, uyy) and that involve an arbitrary function f(t).
The conservation law corresponding to the first multiplier is given by the following con-
served current (T,Φx,Φy)|E :
f(t)
(
0, uxxxy + αuxyuxx +
1
2
uty, uxyyy + βuxyuyy +
1
2
utx
)
. (127)
Likewise, the conservation laws corresponding to the second and third multipliers are given
by a pair of conserved currents
f(t)
(
uxxuxy, αu
2
xxuxy − βu
2
xyuyy − utxuxy + u
2
xyy + 2uxxuxxxy,
1
3
(αu3xx + βu
3
xy)− u
2
xxx − 2uxxyuxyy + (utx + 2βuxyuyy + 2uxyyy)uxx
)
+ f ′(t)
(
0, (1/α)uxxx − (uxxuxy + (1/α)uxxxy)x,−(1/α)(βuxyuyy + utx + uxyyy)x
) (128)
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and
f(t)
(
uyyuxy,
1
3
(αu3xy + βu
3
yy)− u
2
yyy − 2uxxyuxyy + (uty + 2αuxxuxy + 2uxxxy)uyy,
− αuxxu
2
xy + βuxyu
2
yy − utyuxy + u
2
xxy + 2uyyuxyyy
)
+ f ′(t)
(
0,−(1/β)(αuxyuxx + uty + uxxxy)y, (1/β)uyyy − (uxyuyy + (1/β)uxyyy)y
) (129)
which are related by reflection under x↔ y.
The first conserved current (127) represents a spatial-flux conservation law. Its global
form (42) is a conserved line integral∮
C
(utx + αuxyuyy + uxyyy) dx− (uty + αuxxuxy + uxxxy) dy = 0 (130)
holding for NV solutions u(t, x, y).
If we take f(t) = 1, then the other two conserved currents (128) and (129) represent con-
servation laws describing balance equations for rate of change of momenta
∫
int(C)
uxxuxy dxdy
and
∫
int(C)
uxyuyy dxdy, holding for NV solutions u(t, x, y), where int(C) is the interior of any
closed curve C in the (x, y)-plane. The divergence relation (57) applied to these conservation
laws yields the respective identities
uxxuxy = (1/α)
(
Dx((αuxxuxy + uxxxy)x) +Dy((utx + βuxyuyy + uxyyy)x− uxxx)− xGf(t)
)
,
(131)
uxyuyy = (1/β)
(
Dx((uty + αuxxuxy + uxxxy)y − uyyy) +Dy((βuxyuyy + uxyyy)y)− yGf(t)
)
,
(132)
where G = utxy + α(uxyuxx)x + β(uxyuyy)y + uxxxxy + uxyyyy. When the Cauchy problem
for the NV equation (124) is considered on R2, these identities (131) and (132) imply that
initial data v|t=0 = v0(x, y) = u0xy must satisfy the integral constraints
∫
R2
u0xxu0xy dxdy =∫
R2
u0yyu0xy dxdy = 0.
In addition, the identities (83) and (84) show that each of the momenta conservation laws
is locally equivalent to a spatial flux conservation law. The corresponding topological charges∮
C
Y dx−X dy = 0 for any closed curve C are given by the fluxes
X =(uxyutxx + uxxutxy + (1/α)utxxxy)x+ αu
2
xxuxy − βu
2
xyuyy − uxyutx + u
2
xyy + 2uxxuxxxy,
Y =(1/α)(β(uyyutxy + uxyutyy) + uttx + utxyyy)x+
1
3
(αu3xx + βu
3
xy)− u
2
xxx
+ (2βuxyuyy + utx + 2uxyyy)uxx − 2uxxyuxyy − (1/α)utxxx,
(133)
and
X =(1/β)(α(uxxutxy + uxyutxx) + utty + utxxxy)x+
1
3
(αu3xx + βu
3
xy)− u
2
yyy
+ (2αuxyuxx + uty + 2uxxxy)uyy − 2uxxyuxyy − (1/β)utyyy,
Y =(uxyutyy + uyyutxy + (1/β)utxyyy)x− αu
2
xyuxx + βu
2
yyuxy − uxyuty + u
2
xxy + 2uyyuxyyy.
(134)
Finally, the potential systems arising from the two topological charges consist of pairs of
equations for (u, w):
X = wy, Y = −wx. (135)
Each system is equivalent (modulo gauge freedom (48)) to the NV equation.
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4.6. Vorticity equation. In two spatial dimensions, the Navier-Stokes equations for in-
compressible fluid flow
~vt + ~v · ∇~v = −(1/ρ)∇P + µ∆~v, ∇ · ~v = 0 (136)
have a well-known formulation in terms of a scalar potential u, where µ is the viscosity, and
where ~v = (−uy, ux) is the fluid velocity. The vorticity of the fluid is a scalar given by [10]
ω = zˆ · (∇×~v) = ∆u, with ∆ = ∂2x + ∂
2
y being the two-dimensional Laplacian. An evolution
equation for ω is obtained by taking the curl of the velocity equation, yielding
∆ut − ux∆uy + uy∆ux − µ∆
2u = 0. (137)
This equation has a higher-order spatial divergence form ∆ut = ∇· ~F given by ~F = (uy∆u−
µ∆ux,−ux∆u− µ∆uy).
As expected from the discussion in section 1, equation (137) admits the multipliers
f(t), (138)
and in the inviscid case µ = 0,
xf(t), yf(t). (139)
There are no additional multipliers that have the form Q(t, x, y, u, ut, ux, uy, utx, uty, uxy,
uxx, uyy) and that involve an arbitrary function f(t), as shown by a direct computation.
The corresponding conservation laws are given by the following conserved currents
(T,Φx,Φy)|E :
f(t)
(
0, utx + uy∆u− µ∆ux, uty − ux∆u− µ∆uy
)
; (140)
and in the case µ = 0,
f(t)
(
0,−u2y + (uyuxx − uxuxy + utx)y, uxuy − ut + (uyuxy − uxuyy + uty)y
)
, (141)
f(t)
(
0,−uxuy − ut + (uyuxx − uxuxy + utx)x, u
2
x + (uyuxy − uxuyy + uty)x
)
. (142)
The resulting topological charges are given by the line integrals∮
C
(uty − ux∆u− µ∆uy) dx− (utx + uy∆u− µ∆ux) dy = 0, (143)∮
C
(uxuy − ut + (uyuxy − uxuyy + uty)y) dx+ (u
2
y − (uyuxx − uxuxy + utx)y) dy = 0, (144)∮
C
(u2x + (uyuxy − uxuyy + uty)x) dx+ (uxuy + ut − (uyuxx − uxuxy + utx)x) dy = 0, (145)
where C is any fixed closed curve in the (x, y)-plane.
The potential systems for (u, w) arising from the topological charges consist of
utx + uy∆u− µ∆ux = wy, uty − ux∆u− µ∆uy = wx; (146)
−u2y + (uyuxx − uxuxy + utx)y = wy, uxuy − ut + (uyuxy − uxuyy + uty)y = wx; (147)
−uxuy − ut + (uyuxx − uxuxy + utx)x = wy, u
2
x + (uyuxy − uxuyy + uty)x = −wx. (148)
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5. Concluding remarks
For dynamical PDEs with a spatial divergence form, we have shown how conservation laws
that involve an arbitrary function of time contain interesting useful information which goes
beyond what is contained in ordinary conservation laws.
Conservation laws in one spatial dimension involving an arbitrary function f(t) describe
the presence of an x-independent source/sink; in two and more spatial dimensions, such
conservation laws are locally equivalent to spatial-flux conservation laws that yield non-
trivial topological charges.
We have explored two important systematic applications of this type of conservation law:
construction of an associated potential system which allows the possibility for finding non-
local symmetries and nonlocal conservation laws; and derivation of an integral constraint
relation which imposes restrictions on well-posedness of the Cauchy problem with associated
initial/boundary data.
It is well known that the existence of a non-trivial conservation law of a PDE has a coho-
mological meaning in the setting of the variation bi-complex [13]. Existence of a topological
charge can be understood as stating that a given dynamical PDE possesses a non-trivial
spatial cohomology.
All of these developments will have a natural counterpart for conservation laws that involve
an arbitrary function of other independent variables.
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